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Adaptability is the name of the
game in all overseas assignments, but for Westerners
working in state-controlled
industries in China, it’s even
more pronounced. Such expatriate executives adopt leadership
and communication styles that
mirror those of local Asian
executives.

International experience has become a price-ofadmission skill for rising Western executives in
an increasingly globalized market. At the same
time, Asian nations with booming economies have
intensified their need for talent, including seasoned
executives imported from the West (Bolino 2007;
McDonald 2010). Although this appears to create
a win-win for both Asian employers and potential
expatriates from the West, bridging the cultural
divide is never an easy task for a business leader.
And one scenario creates a particular wrinkle:
the Western expat working for a state-owned
enterprise (SOE) in China.
A bit of background: China’s rapid economic growth (a rate of 10 percent
per year since 1979) can be traced directly to the implementation of several
economic reforms in 1979, shortly after the death of Mao Zedong (Morrison
2009). Generally speaking, these reforms relaxed the government’s
economic control (previously it had engaged in tight regulations such as
price fixing), decentralized enterprises, and opened the country to foreign
investment. Between 1980 and 2010, China’s economy skyrocketed to
eighteen times its initial measured size, and by 2010 it was declared to
be the world’s second-largest economy (Morrison 2009). This explosive
growth and unprecedented involvement with the West (including foreign
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investments, imports, exports, and hosting offshore manufacturing)
created a steep learning curve about private business ideology and
practices. Enter the need for expatriates.
Decades after the 1979 reforms, however, China still retains some measure
of state control over industries such as banking, utilities, telecommunications, mining, petroleum, and transportation (Morrison 2009). State-owned
enterprises are afforded unique protections, such as typically being the
only Chinese entities permitted to invest overseas or other forms of
insulation from competition. They might also have access to deep reserves
of government capital. Rather than recede as China’s economy modernizes,
SOEs are in fact growing. One indication of their power and influence:
they make up the majority of companies listed on the country’s two stock
indexes. Another indication: the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
Commission estimated in early 2012 that state-owned companies accounted
for about 45 percent of the nation’s economy.
Today, more expatriate executives are taking positions in such companies,
which are expanding into areas previously dominated by the private sector
(Park and Vanhonacker 2007). Expatriate assignments always present
challenges, but working for a
Expatriate assignments always present challenges,
state-controlled enterprise raises
the stakes significantly. Rather
but working for a state-controlled enterprise raises
than joining offices that have
the stakes significantly.
headquarters or strong ties to the
West—and thus are accustomed to Western business models
and cultures—these executives must navigate a highly political, often
bureaucratic system. This trend torques our previous understanding about
who makes a successful expat leader. What does it mean to be a Western
executive in a state-owned company? Who will thrive in those roles?

Asian and Western leadership patterns
To answer this question, Korn/Ferry engaged in a two-step process. First,
we looked at the leadership and problem-solving behaviors of executives
from Western countries (United States and Canada) and Asia (China, South
Korea, Singapore, and Hong Kong) when each were working in their home
market—and found some clear distinctions. Then, using those patterns as
a measuring stick, we took a closer look at Western executives who held
expatriate positions at multinational corporations (MNCs) versus those at
state-owned companies in China. The data were collected between 2008
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and 2011 using Korn/Ferry’s proprietary Decision Styles assessment, which
measures executive behavior in both managerial and private decision-making contexts. Specifically, the online assessment tool gauges the ratio of
time executives are likely to engage their various leadership styles (i.e., how
social vs. directive they are), and how they leverage information to make
decisions and solve problems (i.e., how explorative vs. efficient they are
with available data).
Previous Korn/Ferry research has shown that leadership and thinking
styles shift as an executive moves up the ladder from a supervisory to an
upper management role, and that appropriate use of each of these styles
at various leadership levels correlates with better performance (Brousseau
et al. 2006). Research into Decision Styles scores across regions also has
identified significant differences in how Asian and Western executives
approach leadership and decision making (Lewis 2012). Furthermore, these
scoring patterns are consistent: Asian executives’ scores look very similar
regardless of whether they’re employed by an MNC or a regional company.
Likewise, Western executives show common patterns when working in
MNCs or regional companies based in their home country.
Here, we found that Asian and Western executives differ the most in
their leadership styles (as Figure 1 illustrates), which reflects their behavior
when communicating with and managing others. Overall, the Asian
executives in our sample tend to
use more instructive, structured
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So how do things shake out when we look more closely at China and
state-controlled enterprises there? We theorized that MNCs operating in
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China would be familiar with and accommodating of Western leadership
styles, but that SOEs would require Western executives to adapt more
closely to Asian-style thinking and leadership. Although this makes
intuitive sense, no research along these lines had been done before to
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As the scores in Figure 3 show,
Western expatriates in China’s
SOEs produce scores that are a
mash-up of Asian and Western
leadership patterns. They
become more task oriented and
intellectual, as reflected in
Figure 3, and less social in their
leadership style. In essence,
they become more concise,
demanding, and aware of
protocol, and simultaneously
less accommodating, relaxed,
and informal.
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MNC expats in China also
increase their task-oriented and
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intellectual leadership styles, but
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Thinking style stays steady overseas
You can take the expatriate out of the West, but you can’t take the West
out of the expatriate—at least in terms of thinking style. As Figure 4
illustrates, there are no statistically significant differences in the decisionmaking behaviors of Western expatriates in multinationals versus those in
state-owned operations.
Unlike leadership style, the way an executive goes about using data to solve
problems tends to remain stable across cultural settings. Additionally,
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Chinese and Western executives have a similar approach to decision
making in the first place. And although leadership style is public facing—
and therefore subject to social pressures—decision-making is a more
private process. Thus, Western executives adjusting to a foreign business
environment are far more pressured to adapt in the realm of leadership
and interpersonal styles than in the areas of decision-making and problem
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Learning agility
critical for expats in
China
So, who will succeed in an
expatriate assignment in China?
We now know that part of the
answer lies in the nature of the
company.

As China’s state-owned companies recruit more expatriate
talent, greater attention must be
Complex
Creative
given to the particular hurdles
those executives will face in
adjusting to more traditional Chinese business cultures. It may feel counterintuitive, yet executives may need to adopt behaviors that, in fact, might
have hindered them in past roles in the West. Changing the way one
communicates can be difficult, and thus the best candidate for that posting
would have a high degree of flexibility, receptivity, and emotional intelligence.
Another excellent predictor of an individual’s ability to navigate new
conditions or unfamiliar situations is learning agility. A history of lifelong
learning, a track record of seeking novel experiences, and a high degree of
self-awareness are all possible indicators of the presence of learning agility.
Although learning agility is a critical attribute for anyone working overseas, our research indicates that expatriates going to work for state-owned
companies in China have an especially pronounced need for this kind of
flexibility and openness. Taking inventory of past successes in novel
environments and assessing one’s overall learning agility will help inform
that career choice. For those with an impending expatriate assignment,
developing and increasing learning agility might help ensure a smoother
transition into an overseas role and, ultimately, success.
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Success for those who can stretch
Expatriate assignments are challenging for everyone. For the best possible
outcome it’s important to consider the match between an executive’s past
experiences and the particulars of the business environment he/she is
entering. Although some Western expatriates will land in Asian assignments that are more accommodating of Western management styles (such
as MNCs), an increasing number will enter companies that are, for all
intents and purposes, in state-controlled industries (such as Google China
or NBA China). Those assignments will require a greater degree of flexibility and a real shift in leadership and management styles.
Who will thrive in these unique conditions? The short answer is executives
who can quickly intuit the new rules and adapt accordingly. This requires,
among other things, high levels of learning agility and a motivation to
shed more familiar attitudes and behaviors—in order to transform oneself
into a truly global executive.
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